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WAR IN COMICS

•example: war stories from forties
and fifties
• ideological war: against Germany, 
Japan and then USSR
•contemporary war stories = more
moderate approach



WAR IN COMICS

• „War, comics, and propaganda make for a 
fruitful combination” (Strömberg)
•a part of the war effort (Second World War)
•book heroes of the times were involved in 
promotion and propagation of the desired 
behaviors



PROPAGANDA
IN AMERICAN WAR COMICS

•American comic books 
national stereotypes 
were often used
•aim: to create a 
derogatory image of the 
enemy



CAPTAIN AMERICA



ENEMY
GERMANS



ENEMY
GERMANS

• relied upon the stereotypes 
of the Germans :
• arrogant
• aristocratic (monocle)
•malicious towards anyone 
not of their background



ENEMY
JAPANESE

• buck teeth
• thick glasses
• rat-like facial 
features
• general tone of 
underlying treachery



PROPAGANDA
IN AMERICAN WAR COMICS



WAR IN COMICS
BRITISH WAR COMICS

• became popular in the late 
fifties
• picture libraries (64- to 68-
pages books published 
weekly; containing one story 
each)
• realistic – often wrote by war 
veterans



WAR IN COMICS
BRITISH WAR COMICS

• aimed at keeping the memory of the glorious 
British war effort
• focused mostly on the role of British and 
Commonwealth soldiers
• British soldiers = courageous and patriotic 
individuals
• personal metamorphosis – from coward to hero



BRITISH WAR COMICS
TEST BY BATTLE



BRITISH WAR COMICS
TEST BY BATTLE



ART SPIEGELMAN

• 1948-
• American comics artist
• co-editor: Arcade i Raw (comic 
book magazines)
•main works:
–Maus (1991)
– In the Shadow of No Towers (2004)



MAUS

• first pieces published in 
Funny Animals magazine 
(Apex Novelties, 1972)
• 1992 – Pulitzer Award



MAUS



WAR STORIES
GARTH ENNIS AND VARIOUS ARTISTS

• Garth Ennis (writer)
• artists:
– David Lloyd
– Dave Gibbons
– Carlos Ezquerra
– Tomas Aira

• realistic
• unusual points of view
• II World War mostly



JOHANN'S TIGER
GARTH ENNIS AND CHRIS WESTON, GARY ERSKIN

• perspective of a German 
officer
• cruelties of war
• commander’s responsibility for 
soldier’s life



JOHANN'S TIGER
GARTH ENNIS AND CHRIS WESTON, GARY ERSKIN



DEAR BILLY
GARTH ENNIS AND PETER SNEJBJERG

•war from a 
perspective of a 
female (nurse)
•war trauma 



DEAR BILLY

• revenge
• Carrie is killing wounded 
Japanese soldiers in the 
hispotal she works
•morality of the revenge



DEAR BILLY

individual faced with 
political compromise



PREACHER
BY GARTH ENNIS AND STEVE DILLON

• Vietnam War
• the belief in America 
confronted with the 
brutality of war
• survival depending on 
friendship 
• loss of ideals



PREACHER
WARM WELCOME

Unpopular war



PREACHER
ENEMY 

Who’s the real 
enemy?



PREACHER

Duke (John Wayne)



PREACHER
FRIENDSHIP



PREACHER
DISILLUSIONMENT



PRIDE OF BAGHDAD
BRIAN K. VAUGHAN AND NIKO HENRICHON

• 2006
• Vertigo
• inspiration: story 
of Baghdad zoo lions
• on the nature of freedom



PRIDE OF BAGHDAD
BRIAN K. VAUGHAN AND NIKO HENRICHON



WAR IN MUSIC

•anti-war pieces are predominant
•artists comment on historical and 
contemporary conflicts 



WAR IN MUSIC
PINK FLOYD, US AND THEM

• „The Dark Side of the Moon” (1973)
• Roger Waters and Rick Wright
• violence, war, conflict split people in 
two groups:

Us, and them 
And after all we're only ordinary men. 
Me, and you. 
God only knows it's not what we would 
choose to do.



WAR IN MUSIC
PINK FLOYD, US AND THEM

Forward he cried from 
the rear
and the front rank died. 
The general sat and the 
lines on the map 
moved from side to 
side. 

War splits people into:
–„generals” who play with 
tin soldiers on a map 
–Soldiers who are always
affected

Black and blue
And who knows which is which and who is who

War destroys all the distinctions, we are all victims



WAR IN MUSIC
PINK FLOYD, CORPORAL CLEGG

Corporal Clegg had a wooden leg
He won it in the war, in 1944.
Corporal Clegg had a medal too
In orange, red, and blue
He found it in the zoo.

Mrs. Clegg, you must be proud of him.
Mrs. Clegg, another drop of gin.

Corporal Clegg recieved his medal in a 
dream
From Her Majesty the queen
His boots were very clean.



WAR IN MUSIC
MARILLION, FORGOTTEN SONS

Your mother sits on the edge of the world 
W when the cameras start to roll 
Panoramic viewpoint resurrect the killing fold 
Your father drains another beer, he's one of 
the few that cares 
Crawling behind a Saracen's hull from the 
safety of his living room chair 

Forgotten sons, forgotten sons, forgotten sons 

And so as I patrol in the valley of the shadow 
of the tricolour 
I must fear evil, for I am but mortal and 
mortals can only die 
Asking questions, pleading answers from the 
nameless faceless watchers 
That stalk the carpeted corridors of Whitehall 
Who orders desecration, mutilation, verbal 
masturbation 
I in the guarded bureaucratic wombs 



WAR IN MUSIC
MARILLION, FORGOTTEN SONS

Minister, minister care for your children, order 
them not into damnation 
To eliminate those who would trespass against 
you 
For whose is the kingdom, the power, the glory 
forever and ever, Amen 
Halt who goes there, Death, approach friend 

You’re just another coffin on its way down the 
emerald aisle 
When your children's stony glances mourn your 
death in a terrorist's smile 
The bomber's arm placing fiery gifts on the 
supermarket shelves 
Alley sings with shrapnel detonate a temporary 
hell

Forgotten Sons 



WAR IN MUSIC
QUEENSRŸCHE, AMERICAN SOLDIER

• 31.03.2009
• concept album
• the story of American soldiers 
fighting in various wars and 
conflicts all over the world
• lyrics based on interviews 
with soldiers and veterans



NUCLEAR APOCALYPSE
PINK FLOYD, TWO SUNS IN THE SUNSET

The sun is in the east
Even though the day is done.
Two suns in the sunset
Could be the human race is run.

Like the moment when the brakes
lock
And you slide towards the big 
truck
You stretch the frozen moments
with your fear.
And you'll never hear their voices,
And you'll never see their faces,
You have no recourse to the law 
anymore.

And as the windshield melts
My tears eveaporate,

Leaving only charcoal to defend.
Finally I understand the feelings of 
the few.
Ashes and diamonds,
Foe and friend,
We were all equal in the end.



WAR IN MOVIES

• one of the most popular 
movie genres
• propaganda
• anti-war movies



A BRIDGE TOO FAR…

• based on Cornelius Ryan’s 
novel
• the story of Market-Garden 
operation
• realism 
• playing with tin soldiers on 
a map 



SAVING PRIVATE RYAN

• 1998
• Steven Spielberg
• chaos of war
• casualties of war
• value of soldier’s life and 
sacrifice



PLATOON

• 1986
•Oliver Stone
• Vietnam War = hell on earth
• between the promised war 
heroism and war reality



ESCAPE TO VICTORY

• 1981
• the story of a football match 
between Nazis and Allied 
prisoners of war
• sport as a metaphor of war
• Kazimierz Deyna


